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 Bruce & Karen wanted you to know!
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EDUCATIONAL VALUE?
Karen and Bruce

have both been busy with
the scholars trying to
obtain and complete their
educational goals. 

Karen has finished
the arduous requirements
of the Medical University
of South Carolina's
Graduate program in Health
Service Administration.
Her grades were very .....
well, let us say that a
picture is worth a
thousand words!            
                           
                

Meanwhile, not to be out done, Bruce (the hero
of our story) has been studying his buns off
for the LSAT (applause). In case you weren't
aware; Bruce took the exam in June hoping to
score high enough to gain admission this past
fall by special considerations. The saga
continues because the "worm" missed his target
score by four points. His highness will be
retaking the exam in December. Keep your
fingers crossed!                               
      In order to maintain his status
as a member of Matrimony  Inc. the "little"
woman has forced him to work outside the home
while he awaits  admission (BOOOO..HISS!!!).
Bruce is applying to the University of South
Carolina, The College of William and Mary, The
University of Virginia, The University of
Richmond, and George Mason 

University.
What this is
all leading
to is......

                                               
            BIG MOVES AHEAD!!

That's right, you probably guessed that
this dynamic (?) couple could
not be held captive by the
South Carolina LOW COUNTRY for
very long. Both have come to
agree on the reason for the
term "low country". They say
it's the HUGO High tide and a
stiff breeze that put the icing
on the cake of this exodus!
Mrs. Phaup is repeatedly quoted
by her spouse as saying " I

think we moved
TOO far South".

This is all
leading to our
future move to
our favorite home
land; Richmond,
Virginia.  This
pilgrimage should
occur around
Memorial Day. By
the way, are you
busy then?        
                 
CLOSING STATEMENTS. (What a relief) Please
let us hear from you and  DON'T be strangers.
We didn't receive many visitors while in
Charleston; we're hoping to change this! We
will be accepting all donations, pity, and
other forms of sympathy at this address:
                                   2319 McKee
Court
Charleston, SC 29414
                         SO WRITE!!!!!!!
(or call)
803-556-2180
                                               
                                               
                       

 


